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ASYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTED GARBAGE COLLECTION FOR REPLICATED STORAGE

CLUSTERS

BACKGROUND

The enterprise computing landscape has undergone a fundamental shift in storage

architectures in that central-service architecture has given way to distributed storage clusters. As

businesses seek ways to increase storage efficiency, such clusters built of commodity computers can

deliver high performance, availability and scalability for new data-intensive applications at a fraction

of cost compared to monolithic disk arrays. To unlock the full potential of storage clusters, the data

is replicated across multiple geographical locations increasing availability and reducing network

distance from clients.

Garbage collection can be a problem for administratively decentralized storage systems

which manage large distributed objects. A garbage collector is responsible for reclaiming disk space

by deleting objects that are no longer referenced. Distributed garbage collection in storage clusters is

further complicated by common failures of machines and network partitions, which make it difficult

if not impossible to get a global synchronous view of objects and their references.

SUMMARY

According to one implementation, a method may be performed by a device of a group of

devices in a distributed data replication system. The method may include storing objects in a data

store, at least one or more of the objects being replicated with the distributed data replication system;

conducting a scan of the objects in the data store; identifying one of the objects as not having a

reference pointing to the object; storing a delete negotiation message as metadata associated with the

one of the objects; and replicating the metadata with the delete negotiation message to one or more

other devices of the group of devices.

According to another implementation, a device of a group of devices in a distributed data

replication system may include means for identifying an object in a data store as having a negotiation

message associated with the object; means for associating a new negotiation message with the object,

the new negotiation message based on the status of the object; means for replicating the new

negotiation message to a storage cluster; means for receiving other negotiation messages associated

with a replica of the object; and means for deleting the object if the other negotiation messages

indicate a successful negotiation.

According to yet another implementation, a system may include a memory, to store

instructions and a data store, and a processor. The processor may execute instructions in the memory

to identify a status of an object in the data store, the status relating to whether the object has a

reference and whether a delete negotiation message is associated with the object, write a new

negotiation message to the object metadata based on the status of the object, replicate the metadata



with the new negotiation message to one or more devices, and receive, from one of the one or more

devices, other negotiation messages associated with the object, where the new negotiation message

and the other negotiation messages provide a consensus for a delete negotiation of the object.

According to still another implementation, a method may include exchanging, among

storage clusters within a distributed multi-master data replication system, one or more delete

negotiation messages, where each of the delete negotiation messages is included in metadata of an

object that is the subject of the delete negotiation message, and where the delete negotiation message

is sent among the storage clusters using a replication layer of the distributed multi-master data

replication system; and deleting the object if a distributed consensus is reached among the storage

clusters based on the one or more delete negotiation messages.

According to a further implementation, a computer-readable memory may include

computer-executable instructions. The computer-readable memory may include one or more

instructions to identify a status of an object in a data store, the status relating to whether the object

has a reference and whether a delete negotiation message is associated with the object; one or more

instructions to write, to metadata of the object, a new negotiation message associated with the object

based on the status of the object; one or more instructions to replicate the object metadata with the

new negotiation message to a storage cluster; one or more instructions to receive, from one or more

other devices, other negotiation messages associated with the object; and one or more instructions to

determine consensus for a delete negotiation of the object based on the other negotiation messages

associated with the object.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

specification, illustrate one or more embodiments described herein and, together with the description,

explain these embodiments. In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary network in which systems and methods described

herein may be implemented;

Fig. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary configuration of the file system of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a diagram of exemplary components of a storage cluster of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary storage cluster of Fig. 1;

Fig. 5 is an exemplary diagram of a message structure that may be used according to an

implementation consistent with the systems and methods described herein;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of an exemplary process for performing garbage collection in a

distributed multi-master data replication system according to an implementation consistent with the

systems and methods described herein;

Fig. 7 is a flowchart of an exemplary process for writing a negotiation message according

to an implementation consistent with the systems and methods described herein;



Fig. 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary process for creating a new reference to an object

according to an implementation consistent with the systems and methods described herein; and

Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating a portion of an exemplary delete negotiation according to

an implementation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following detailed description refers to the accompanying drawings. The same

reference numbers in different drawings may identify the same or similar elements. Also, the

following detailed description does not limit the invention.

Systems and/or methods described herein may perform asynchronous distributed garbage

collection for replicated storage clusters. Implementations described herein may use the underlying

replication layer of a distributed multi-master data replication system to transport delete negotiation

messages between different clusters of the distributed multi-master data replication system. An

object may be deleted when a distributed consensus is reached that neither live references nor

replicated references are present in the system.

EXEMPLARY NETWORK CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary system 100 in which systems and methods described

herein may be implemented. System 100 may include clients 110-1 through HO-N (collectively

referred to as clients 110) and storage clusters 120-1 through 120-M (collectively referred to as

storage clusters 120) connected via a network 130. Storage clusters 120 may form a file system 140

(as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 1).

Network 130 may include one or more networks, such as a local area network (LAN), a

wide area network (WAN), a telephone network, such as the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN), an intranet, the Internet, a similar or dissimilar network, or a combination of networks.

Clients 110 and storage clusters 120 may connect to network 130 via wired and/or wireless

connections.

Clients 110 may include one or more types of devices, such as a personal computer, a

wireless telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a lap top, or another type of communication

device, a thread or process running on one of these devices, and/or objects executable by these

devices. In one implementation, a client 110 includes, or is linked to, an application on whose behalf

client 110 communicates with storage cluster 120 to read or modify (e.g., write) file data.

Storage cluster 120 may include one or more server devices, or other types of

computation or communication devices, that may store, process, search, and/or provide information

in a manner described herein. In one implementation, storage cluster 120 may include one or more

servers (e.g., computer systems and/or applications) capable of maintaining a large-scale, random

read/write-access data store for files. The data store of storage cluster 120 may permit an indexing

system to quickly update portions of an index if a change occurs. The data store of storage cluster



120 may include one or more tables (e.g., a document table that may include one row per uniform

resource locator (URL), auxiliary tables keyed by values other than URLs, etc.). In one example,

storage cluster 120 may be included in a distributed storage system (e.g., a "Bigtable" as set forth in

Chang et al, "Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Structured Data," Proc. of the 7th OSDI,

pp. 205-218 (Nov. 2006)) for managing structured data (e.g., a random-access storage cluster of

documents) that may be designed to scale to a very large size (e.g., petabytes of data across thousands

of servers).

Although not shown in Fig. 1, system 100 may include a variety of other components,

such as one or more dedicated consumer servers or hubs. As used herein, a component may include

hardware or a combination of software and hardware. A consumer server, for example, may store a

read-only copy of a data store from one or more storage clusters 120 for access by clients 110. A

hub, for example, may store a read-only copy of a data store from one or more storage clusters 120

for distribution to one or more consumer servers.

EXEMPLARY STORAGE CLUSTER CONFIGURATION

Fig. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary configuration of the file system 140. As shown in

Fig. 2, file system 140 may include storage clusters 120-1, 120-2, 120-3, and 120-4. In one

implementation, file system 140 may be a distributed multi-master data replication system, where

each of storage clusters 120-1, 120-2, 120-3, and 120-4 may act as a master server for the other

storage clusters. In file system 140, data may be replicated across storage clusters 120-1, 120-2, 120-

3, and 120-4 (e.g., in multiple geographical locations) to increase data availability and reduce

network distance from clients (e.g., clients 110). Generally, distributed objects and references may

be dynamically created, mutated, cloned and deleted in different storage clusters 120 and an

underlying data replication layer (not shown) maintains the write-order fidelity to ensure that all

storage clusters 120 will end up with the same version of data. Thus, the data replication layer

respects the order of writes to the same replica for a single object.

Although Fig. 2 shows exemplary functional components of file system 140, in other

implementations, file system 140 may contain fewer, additional, different, or differently arranged

components than depicted in Fig. 2. In still other implementations, one or more components of file

system 140 may perform one or more other tasks described as being performed by one or more other

components of file system 140.

Fig. 3 is a diagram of exemplary components of storage cluster 120. Storage cluster 120

may include a bus 310, a processor 320, a main memory 330, a ROM 340, a storage device 350, an

input device 360, an output device 370, and a communication interface 380. Bus 310 may include

one or more conductors that permit communication among the components of storage cluster 120.

Processor 320 may include any type of processor or microprocessor that may interpret

and execute instructions. Main memory 330 may include a RAM or another type of dynamic storage



device that may store information and instructions for execution by processor 320. ROM 340 may

include a ROM device or another type of static storage device that may store static information and

instructions for use by processor 320. Storage device 350 may include a magnetic and/or optical

recording medium and its corresponding drive. For example, storage device 350 may include one or

more local disks 355 that provide persistent storage. In one implementation, storage cluster 120 may

maintain metadata, for objects stored in file system 140, within one or more computer-readable

mediums, such as main memory 330 and/or storage device 350. For example, storage cluster 120

may store version numbers, timestamps, categories, and/or reference indicators for objects within

storage device 350.

Input device 360 may include one or more mechanisms that permit an operator to input

information to storage cluster 120, such as a keyboard, a keypad, a button, a mouse, a pen, etc.

Output device 370 may include one or more mechanisms that output information to the operator,

including a display, a light emitting diode (LED), etc. Communication interface 380 may include any

transceiver-like mechanism that enables storage cluster 120 to communicate with other devices

and/or systems. For example, communication interface 380 may include mechanisms for

communicating with other storage clusters 120 and/or clients 110.

Fig. 4 illustrates a functional block diagram of storage cluster 120. As shown in Fig. 4,

storage cluster 120 may include data store 410 and garbage collector logic 420. In one

implementation, as illustrated in Fig. 4, data store 410 may be provided within storage cluster 120. In

other implementations, data store 410 may be provided within one or more other devices of system

100 in communication with storage cluster 120, such as external memory devices or devices

associated with an indexing system (not shown).

Data store 410 may include a document table and secondary tables to provide one or

more indices for a search system. In one example, the document table and secondary tables may be

keyed by a property of a URL to aid in accessing and/or updating of information associated with the

URL. At least a portion of each data store 410 may be replicated on multiple storage clusters 120.

The number of replicas for each data store 410 may be user-configurable.

Garbage collector logic 420 may include logic to remove non-referenced content, such as

previously deleted files. Garbage collector logic 420 may remove non-referenced content from, for

example, data store 410. For example, garbage collector logic 420 may determine if an object (e.g., a

document) from data store 4 10 is no longer referenced (i.e., an object that does not include any links

pointing to the object), and may remove, from storage cluster 120, any object (e.g., a document) that

is no longer referenced via a function (e.g., a MapReduce function) that traverses storage cluster 120

and removes non-referenced objects. An object may be "referenced" or "live" if the object has a link

pointing to the object. Thus, garbage collector logic 420 may remove unnecessary information from

storage cluster 120 while maintaining live objects.



Removing an object is not as simple as just deleting the object because that object may

exist in other storage clusters 120. Thus, garbage collector logic 420 may assemble delete

negotiation messages that may be sent between different storage clusters 120 of file system 140.

Garbage collector logic 420 may delete an object when a distributed consensus is reached (e.g.,

among all storage clusters 120 of file system 140 that contain a replica of that object) that neither live

references nor replicated references are present in the system. Garbage collector logic 420 may

include the delete negotiation messages in metadata of the object that is the subject of the delete

negotiation. The messages may then be asynchronously replicated to all other storage clusters 120

containing replicas of the object.

A message generated by garbage collector logic 420 may include, for example, a

"Delete" indicator for initiating a delete negotiation, an acknowledgement ("ACK") indicator for

providing a positive acknowledgement to a delete negotiation, a negative acknowledgement

("NACK") indicator for providing a negative acknowledgement to a delete negotiation, and a

synchronization ("GotAll") indicator for providing a confirmation that acknowledgements have been

received from other storage clusters 120. In one implementation, no new references can be added to

an object that has an outstanding Delete or ACK message. Message formats and uses are described

in more detail below.

Although Fig. 3 shows exemplary functional components of storage cluster 120, in other

implementations, storage cluster 120 may contain fewer, additional, different, or differently arranged

functional components than depicted in Fig. 3. In still other implementations, one or more functional

components of storage cluster 120 may perform one or more other tasks described as being performed

by one or more other functional components.

EXEMPLARY MESSAGE STRUCTURE

Fig. 5 provides an illustration of an exemplary message structure 500 for a negotiation

message that may be used in an exemplary implementation. As shown in Fig. 5, message structure

500 may include message section 510, storage cluster identification section 520, and negotiation

request identification section 530. Message section 510 may include, for example, a "Delete"

indicator, an "ACK" indicator, a "NACK" indicator, or a "GotAll" indicator. Storage cluster

identification section 520 may include a unique identification (e.g., Cluster ID) for the storage cluster

120 that initiates the message in message section 510. Negotiation request identification section 530

may include a unique identification (e.g., ReqID) for the original delete negotiation.

Message structure 500 may be listed in the form of Message:Cluster ID:ReqID. For

example, a delete negotiation for an object may be initiated by storage cluster 120-1 with the message

"Delete:01 :5555," where "01" is the cluster ID for storage cluster 120-1 and "5555" is the ReqID.

An acknowledgement to the negotiation by storage cluster 120-2 may be "ACK:02:5555," where



"02" is the cluster ID for storage cluster 120-2 and "5555" remains the ReqID for the

acknowledgement (and any future messages pertaining to the original negotiation).

EXEMPLARY PROCESS FLOWS

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of an exemplary process 600 for performing garbage collection in a

distributed multi-master data replication system (e.g., file system 140). In one implementation,

process 600 may be performed by one of storage clusters 120. In another implementation, some or all

of process 600 may be performed by another device or group of devices, including or excluding

storage cluster 120. Process 600 may be implemented periodically in each storage cluster 120 and

may include a scan of all or a portion of the objects in the storage cluster 120. For particular

examples of process 600 described below, reference may be made to storage cluster 120-1 of file

system 140, where the storage cluster 120-1 includes a cluster ID of "01."

As illustrated in Fig. 6, process 600 may begin with conducting a scan of objects (block

610) and identifying non-referenced and negotiated objects (block 620). For example, storage cluster

120-1 (using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may conduct a scan of all or a portion of the objects

stored in storage cluster 120-1 (e.g., in data store 410). The scan may identify, for example, objects

without references and objects with delete negotiation messages by reading the metadata associated

with the objects.

It may be determined if a completed delete negotiation is identified for an object (block

630). A completed delete negotiation may be, for example, an indication of a successful or failed

delete negotiation. For example, storage cluster 120-1 may identify an object with metadata that

confirms either a successful or failed delete negotiation.

If a completed delete negotiation is identified for an object (block 630-YES), then the

object of the successful delete negotiation or the failed delete negotiation messages may be deleted by

the initiating storage cluster (block 640). In an exemplary implementation, if storage cluster 120-1

identifies metadata in an object indicating that storage cluster 120-1 has previously initiated a delete

negotiation for the object and that all other storage clusters storing a replica of the object have

recognized (e.g., by writing an ACK message and/or GotAIl message to the object metadata) that the

object can be deleted, storage cluster 120-1 may delete the object and associated metadata. For

example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object with "Delete:01:ReqID" and

"GotAll:*:ReqID" (where " * " indicates the storage cluster ID for each storage cluster 120) from all

other storage clusters storing a replica of the object (e.g., storage cluster 120-2, 120-3, and 120-4), the

object and the metadata may be deleted. Thus, storage cluster 120-1 may be the initiator of a

successful negotiation.

Sill referring to block 640, in another exemplary implementation, if a storage cluster

identifies metadata in an object indicating that storage cluster 120-1 has previously initiated a delete

negotiation for the object and that at least one other storage cluster 120 has indicated the object



should not be deleted by writing a NACK message, storage cluster 120-1 may delete the metadata

containing the original negotiation message and all the corresponding messages from the other

storage clusters 120. For example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object with

"Delete:01 :ReqID," "ACK:*:ReqID" and "NACK:*:ReqID" (where " * " indicates the storage

cluster ID) from all other storage clusters 120 and there is at least one NACK message, then all

Delete, ACK and NACK messages corresponding to ReqID may be deleted from the metadata

associated with the object. Thus, storage cluster 120-1 may be the initiator of a failed negotiation.

If a completed delete negotiation is not identified for an object (block 630-NO), then a

negotiation message may be written to the object metadata based on the object status (block 650). As

described further herein, based on an object's status, messages (e.g., "Delete," "ACK," "NACK,"

"GotAll") may be written to the object metadata in one cluster and replicated to all other clusters

containing the object replicas. For example, depending on the object status, storage cluster 120-1

may write a new negotiation message to delete an object. Storage cluster 120-1 may alternatively

write an ACK message, an NACK message, or a GotAll message in response to an ongoing

negotiation. Use of negotiation messages are described further with respect to Fig. 7.

The object metadata may be replicated to other storage clusters (block 660). For

example, storage cluster 120-1 may use the underlying replication layer of distributed multi-master

data replication system 140 to replicate the negotiation message(s) to storage cluster 120-2, storage

cluster 120-3, storage cluster 120-4, etc. Thus, the negotiation messages may be distributed to the

other clusters with the object metadata replicas rather than as separate messages.

Process 600 may be repeated until all of the objects in the storage cluster (e.g., storage

cluster 120-1) have been scanned and may be repeated periodically. Process 600 may be similarly

performed by each of the other storage clusters (e.g., storage clusters 120-2, 120-3, ..., 120-M) in the

distributed multi-master data replication system (e.g., file system 140). Thus, object metadata

replicated from the other storage clusters may contain negotiation messages in response to

negotiation messages from storage cluster 120-1 . Each of the storage clusters may continue to

exchange negotiation messages in the replication layer of the file system to asynchronously perform

negotiations for objects marked for deletion by the other storage clusters.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart of exemplary process 650 for writing the negotiation message

referenced in Fig. 6. Process 650 may be performed by a storage cluster (e.g., one of storage clusters

120) in the distributed multi-master data replication system (e.g., file system 140). For particular

examples of process 650, reference may be made to storage cluster 120-1 (having a cluster ID of

"01") and storage cluster 120-2 (having a cluster ID of "02") of the distributed multi-master data

replication system.

It may be determined if an ongoing negotiation exists (block 710). For example, storage

cluster 120-1 (using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may determine if the metadata for an object



includes a delete negotiation message. In one implementation, a delete negotiation for the object

could have been previously initiated by storage cluster 120-1 or may have been initiated, for example,

by another storage cluster (e.g., one of storage clusters 120-2, 120-3, or 120-4).

If it is determined that no ongoing negotiation exists (block 710 - NO), it may be

determined if any references point to the object (block 715). For example, storage cluster 120-1

(using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may determine whether a particular object has any

references (e.g., by analyzing a directed graph of references). If it is determined that no references

point to the object (block 715- NO), a new "delete" message may be written (block 720). For

example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object without references and there is no

ongoing negotiation (e.g., no "Delete" message), then storage cluster 120-1 can generate a unique

ReqID and write a new delete negotiation message (e.g., "Delete:01 :ReqID") for the object. If it is

determined that references point to the object (block 715- YES), then no message is required (block

790). For example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object with references and there

is no ongoing delete negotiation, then the object may not require additional processing at this time.

If it is determined that an ongoing negotiation exists (block 710 - YES), it may be

determined if any references point to the object (block 730). For example, storage cluster 120-1

(using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may determine whether a particular object has any

references. If it is determined that references point to the object (block 730 - YES), it may be

determined if a previous negative acknowledgement has already been stored in the object's metadata

(block 735). For example, storage cluster 120-1 (using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may

determine whether a NACK message from storage cluster 120-1 (e.g., "NACK:01 :ReqID") is already

included in the object's metadata.

If it is determined that a previous negative acknowledgement has not already been stored

in the object's metadata (block 735 - NO), a negative acknowledgement ("NACK") message may be

written (block 740). For example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object with

references and an ongoing negotiation (e.g., "Delete:02:ReqID") from another storage cluster (e.g.,

storage cluster 120-2), storage cluster 120-1 may write a negative acknowledgement (e.g.,

"NACK:01 :ReqID") to the object's metadata. If it is determined that a previous negative

acknowledgement has already been stored in the object's metadata (block 735 - YES), then no

further processing of the object is required at this time (block 790).

If it is determined that no references point to the object (block 730 - NO), then it may be

determined if all ACKs have been received (block 750). For example, storage cluster 120-1 (using,

e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may determine whether acknowledgements from each storage

cluster 120 in system 140 (e.g., "ACK:*:ReqID", where " * " indicates the storage cluster ID) have

been included in the object's metadata. If it is determined that all ACKs have been received (block

750 - YES), a "GotAll" message may be written (block 760). For example, if the scan in storage



cluster 120-1 encounters an object with a delete message (e.g., "Delete:02:ReqID") and

acknowledgements from each storage cluster 120 in system 140 (e.g., "ACK:*:ReqID", where " * "

indicates the storage cluster ID), storage cluster 120-1 may write an acknowledgement confirmation

message (e.g., "GotAll:01:ReqID) for use by the initiator storage cluster 120-2. If it is determined

that all ACKs have not been received (block 750 - NO), it may be determined if a previous

acknowledgement has already been stored in the object's metadata (block 770). For example, storage

cluster 120-1 (using, e.g., garbage collector logic 420) may determine whether an ACK message from

storage cluster 120-1 (e.g., "ACK:01:ReqID") is already included in the object's metadata.

If it is determined that a previous acknowledgement has not already been stored in the

object's metadata (block 770 - NO), a new acknowledgement ("ACK") message may be written

(block 780). For example, if the scan in storage cluster 120-1 encounters an object with no references

and an ongoing negotiation (e.g., "Delete:02:ReqID") from another replica (e.g., storage cluster 120-

2), storage cluster 120-1 may write an acknowledgement (e.g., "ACK:01 :ReqID") to the object's

metadata. If it is determined that a previous acknowledgement has already been stored in the object's

metadata (block 770 - YES), then no further processing of the object is required at this time (block

790).

Fig. 8 provides a flowchart of an exemplary process 800 for creating a new reference to

an object according to an implementation consistent with the systems and methods described herein.

Process 800 may be performed by a storage cluster (e.g., one of storage clusters 120) in the

distributed multi-master data replication system (e.g., file system 140). For particular examples of

process 800, reference may be made to storage cluster 120-1 (having a cluster ID of "01") of file

system 140.

A reference indication for an object may be received (block 810). For example, storage

cluster 120-1 may receive a request to add a new reference to an object. The object metadata may be

reviewed for negotiation messages initiated at the storage cluster (block 820). For example, storage

cluster 120-1 may review the metadata of the object to identify any delete negotiation messages, and

particularly any Delete or ACK negotiation messages that were previously initiated by storage cluster

120-1 (e.g., "Delete:01:ReqID" or "ACK:01:ReqID"). In implementations described herein, storage

cluster 120-1 may not write a new reference to an object that has an ongoing negotiation in the object

metadata with a Delete or ACK message initiated by storage cluster 120-1 .

It may be determined if Delete or ACK messages are present (block 830). If a Delete or

ACK message is present (block 830 - YES), then a replica in another storage cluster may be used as a

failover (block 840). For example, if storage cluster 120-1 identifies a "Delete:01 :ReqID" message in

the object metadata, the message will effectively lock out storage cluster 120-1 from writing a new

reference to the object. Thus, a request to write a reference to the object in storage cluster 120-1 will

be forwarded to another storage cluster (e.g. storage cluster 120-2).



If no Delete or ACK messages are present (block 830 - NO), then the new reference may

be written to the object (block 850). For example, storage cluster 120-1 may simply write the

requested reference to the live object.

EXAMPLES

Fig. 9 provides an exemplary network implementing a portion of an exemplary delete

negotiation according to implementations described herein. A garbage collection algorithm may run

periodically in each of storage clusters XX, YY, and ZZ and may scan all objects in the storage

cluster. Messages (e.g., Delete, ACK, NACK, GotAll) may be written by a garbage collector to an

object's metadata in one cluster (e.g., storage cluster YY) and replicated to all other clusters (e.g.,

storage clusters XX and ZZ) containing the object replicas.

The garbage collection algorithm used by the garbage collector can operate using

guidelines consistent with the principles described herein. If the garbage collector's scan in storage

cluster YY encounters an object without references and there is no ongoing negotiation (e.g., no

Delete:YY:ReqID message), then the garbage collector in storage cluster YY can generate a unique

ReqID (e.g., 22222) and write "Delete:YY:22222" To the object's metadata. If the garbage

collector's scan in storage cluster XX encounters for the first time a delete negotiation (e.g.,

Delete:YY:22222) from another replica (e.g., from storage cluster YY), the garbage collector writes

"ACK:XX:22222" if the object has no references or "NACK:XX:22222" otherwise. Storage cluster

XX cannot add new references to an object that has an outstanding Delete:XX:ReqID or

ACK:XX:ReqID message. If the garbage collector's scan in storage cluster XX encounters for the

first time Delete:YY:22222 and ACK:*:22222 from all other replicas, the garbage collector may

write GotAll:XX:22222. In this case, storage cluster XX is not the initiator. If the garbage

collector's scan in storage cluster YY encounters Delete:YY:22222 and GotAll :*:22222 from all

other replicas, the object and the metadata are deleted. (Storage cluster YY is the initiator of a

successful negotiation.) If the garbage collector's scan in storage cluster YY encounters

Delete:YY:22222, ACK:XX:22222 and NACK:ZZ:22222 from the other replicas, and since there is

at least one NACK message, then all Delete, ACK and NACK messages corresponding to ReqID

22222 are deleted from the object's metadata. In this case, storage cluster YY is the initiator of a

failed negotiation.

In the file system of Fig. 9, storage clusters XX, YY, and ZZ may each be designated to

store replicas of the object metadata. Fig. 9 shows a replica ("Metadata IA") of the metadata of an

object, "Object 1." Metadata IA includes a delete negotiation initiated by storage cluster YY being

sent to storage cluster XX. In response, storage cluster XX may add a reply message to the object

metadata and send the metadata replica ("Metadata IB") to storage cluster YY. In the file system of

Fig. 9, Metadata IA and Metadata IB would also be replicated to storage cluster ZZ (not shown).

Subsequent metadata replicas (not shown) sent among storage clusters XX, YY, and ZZ may include



additional negotiation messages in the Object 1 metadata until a distributed consensus is reached to

either delete Object 1 or leave Object 1 untouched and delete the messages pertinent to the

negotiation that was initiated by storage cluster YY.

Application of the system and/or methods described herein can provide a protocol

availability guarantee, such that an object with a live replica cannot be deleted and can always be

available. For example, still referring to Fig. 9, if there is a live replica of Object 1 in storage cluster

XX, then the object delete negotiation will not be positively acknowledged by storage cluster XX and

thus Object 1 will not be deleted. Also, when a delete negotiation initiated by storage cluster YY is

in progress, clone requests (e.g., requests to create a new object reference) in storage cluster YY will

succeed through failover (e.g., automatically switching) to the live replica of Object 1 in storage

cluster XX.

Application of the systems and/or methods described herein can provide a protocol

liveness guarantee. For example, for any initiated delete negotiation request, Delete:XX:ReqID, the

garbage collector's scan process in storage cluster YY will eventually write ACK:YY:ReqID or

NACK:YY:ReqID and the negotiation process in storage cluster XX will terminate with a Yes/No

decision when all these ACKs and/or NACKs have been replicated. Then GotAll:*:ReqID may be

written to the object's metadata by all of the storage clusters if the decision is positive, which will

finally trigger the actual deletion by storage cluster XX that will propagate to the other storage

clusters YY and ZZ through the underlying replication layer. In case a live replica exists in, for

example, storage cluster ZZ, the decision is negative and the initiator (e.g., storage cluster XX) may

clean the object metadata by deleting the negotiation messages. The cleaned metadata will eventually

propagate to all storage clusters that wrote ACK and the object will become available there.

Application of the systems and/or methods described herein can also provide a guarantee

that no phantom references can reappear later after an object has been deleted. For example, suppose

that Object 1 was first deleted in XX. Based on the garbage collection algorithm, it must be the case

that GotAll:*:ReqID from the other storage clusters had been replicated to storage cluster XX before

the deletion took place. By this deduction, all replication data destined to storage cluster YY is clean

from phantom references being replicated from yet another storage cluster ZZ. Thist is due to the fact

that storage cluster YY writes GotAll:YY:ReqID when all ACKs from the other storage clusters,

storage cluster ZZ in particular, have been received while no new references could have been added

in storage cluster ZZ after ACK:ZZ:ReqID was written and there were no live references in storage

cluster ZZ at this time. Note that there still may be references that are replicated from storage cluster

ZZ to storage cluster YY after ACK:YY:ReqID was written and before ACK:ZZ:ReqID was

replicated, but all such references can be deleted by the time ACK:ZZ:ReqID is replicated to storage

cluster YY as the replication layer respects the order of writes to a single replica.



Application of the systems and/or methods described herein can further provide a no

protocol garbage guarantee. For example, if a delete negotiation fails, the initiator will delete the

Delete, ACK and NACK negotiation messages and the deletion will propagate to the other object

replicas through replication. There remains no garbage, since the algorithm is configured so that all

the relevant messages must have been received by the initiator before the deletion by the initiator

took place.

CONCLUSION

Systems and/or methods described herein may provide an asynchronous distributed

garbage collection algorithm for replicated storage clusters that provides availability, liveness and

consistency guarantees. The algorithm uses the underlying replication layer to transport messages

between different clusters. Each delete negotiation is initiated by garbage collector logic in one of

the clusters and has a unique identifier. The algorithm supports multiple concurrent negotiations. An

object may be deleted by the initiator when a distributed consensus is reached; otherwise the

negotiation may be voided.

The foregoing description of implementations provides illustration and description, but is

not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Modifications

and variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may be acquired from practice of the

invention.

For example, in another implementation a synchronous version of the garbage collection

algorithm may be used in which garbage collectors in different storage clusters communicate directly

rather than using the replication layer.

Also, while series of blocks have been described with regard to Figs. 6 and 7, the order of

the blocks may be modified in other implementations. Further, non-dependent blocks may be

performed in parallel.

It will be apparent that embodiments, as described herein, may be implemented in many

different forms of software, firmware, and hardware in the implementations illustrated in the figures.

The actual software code or specialized control hardware used to implement embodiments described

herein is not limiting of the invention. Thus, the operation and behavior of the embodiments were

described without reference to the specific software code -- it being understood that software and

control hardware may be designed to implement the embodiments based on the description herein.

Further, certain implementations described herein may be implemented as "logic" that

performs one or more functions. This logic may include hardware, such as a processor,

microprocessor, an application specific integrated circuit or a field programmable gate array, or a

combination of hardware and software (e.g., software executed by a processor).

It should be emphasized that the term "comprises" and/or "comprising" when used in this

specification is taken to specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, or components, but



does not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, components,

or groups thereof.

Even though particular combinations of features are recited in the claims and/or disclosed

in the specification, these combinations are not intended to limit the disclosure of the invention. In

fact, many of these features may be combined in ways not specifically recited in the claims and/or

disclosed in the specification.

No element, act, or instruction used in the description of the present application should

be construed as critical or essential to the invention unless explicitly described as such. Also, as used

herein, the article "a" is intended to include one or more items. Where only one item is intended, the

term "one" or similar language is used. Further, the phrase "based on," as used herein is intended to

mean "based, at least in part, on" unless explicitly stated otherwise.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method performed by a device of a plurality of devices in a distributed data

replication system, the method comprising:

storing objects in a data store, at least one or more of the objects being replicated with the

distributed data replication system;

conducting a scan of the objects in the data store;

identifying one of the objects as not having a reference pointing to the object;

storing a delete negotiation message as metadata associated with the one of the objects; and

replicating the metadata with the delete negotiation message to one or more other devices of

the plurality of devices.

2. The method of claim 1, where the metadata with the delete negotiation message is

replicated using an underlying replication layer of the distributed multi-master data replication

system.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying another one of the objects as having another delete negotiation message in

metadata associated with the another one of the objects.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

storing one of an acknowledgement, a negative acknowledgement , or a confirmation to the

another delete negotiation message as metadata associated with the another one of the objects; and

replicating the metadata of the another one of the objects with the acknowledgement or the

negative acknowledgement to the delete negotiation message to one or more other devices of the

plurality of devices.

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

deleting the negotiation message from the object metadata if another delete negotiation

message indicates a failed negotiation.

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

deleting the object if another delete negotiation message indicates a successful negotiation.

7. The method of claim 1, where storing the delete negotiation message includes:

writing a negotiation message indicator, a storage cluster identification, and a unique

negotiation request identification.



8. The method of claim 1, where new references cannot be added to the one of the

objects with the delete negotiation message.

9. A device of a plurality of devices in a distributed data replication system, the device

comprising:

means for identifying an object in a data store as having a negotiation message associated

with the object;

means for associating a new negotiation message with the object, the new negotiation

message based on the status of the object;

means for replicating the new negotiation message to a storage cluster;

means for receiving other negotiation messages associated with a replica of the object; and

means for deleting the object if the other negotiation messages indicate a successful

negotiation.

10. The system of claim 9, further comprising:

means for deleting the new negotiation message and the other negotiation messages if the

other negotiation messages indicate a failed negotiation.

11. A system, comprising:

a memory to store instructions and a data store; and

a processor to execute the instructions in the memory to:

identify a status of an object in the data store, the status relating to whether the object

has a reference and whether a delete negotiation message is associated with the object;

write a new negotiation message to the object metadata based on the status of the

object,

replicate the metadata with the new negotiation message to one or more devices, and

receive, from one of the one or more devices, other negotiation messages associated

with the object,

where the new negotiation message and the other negotiation messages provide a consensus

for a delete negotiation of the object.

12. The system of claim 11, where the new negotiation messages and the other

negotiation messages are embedded in metadata associated with the object and where the negotiation

messages are exchanged using a replication layer in a distributed multi-master data replication

environment.



13. The system of claim 12, where the processor is further configured to:

delete the new negotiation message from the object metadata if the terminal status indicates a

failed delete negotiation.

14. The system of claim 12, where the processor is further configured to:

delete the object if the terminal status indicates a successful delete negotiation.

15. The system of claim 11, where the new negotiation message comprises:

a negotiation message indicator;

a storage cluster identification, and

a unique negotiation request identification.

16. The system of claim 15, where the negotiation message indicator includes one of:

a delete indicator for initiating a delete negotiation,

an acknowledgement indicator for providing a positive acknowledgement to the delete

negotiation,

a negative acknowledgement indicator for providing a negative acknowledgement to the

delete negotiation, or

a synchronization indicator for providing a confirmation that acknowledgements have been

received from other of storage clusters.

17. A method, comprising:

exchanging, among storage clusters within a distributed multi-master data replication system,

one or more delete negotiation messages, where each of the delete negotiation messages is included

in metadata of an object that is the subject of the delete negotiation message, and where the delete

negotiation message is sent among the storage clusters using a replication layer of the distributed

multi-master data replication system; and

deleting the object if a distributed consensus is reached among the storage clusters based on

the one or more delete negotiation messages.

18. The method of claim 17, where each of the delete negotiation messages includes:

a negotiation message indicator,

a storage cluster identification, and

a unique negotiation request identification.



19. The method of claim 17, where the negotiation message indicator includes:

a delete indicator for initiating a delete negotiation,

an acknowledgement indicator for providing a positive acknowledgement to the delete

negotiation,

a negative acknowledgement indicator for providing a negative acknowledgement to the

delete negotiation, and

a synchronization indicator for providing a confirmation that acknowledgements have been

received from other of storage clusters.

20. The method of claim 19, where the delete indicator or the acknowledgement

indicator preclude the storage cluster that initiated the delete indicator or the acknowledgement

indicator from adding new references to the object.

2 1. A computer-readable memory comprising computer-executable instructions, the

computer-readable memory comprising:

one or more instructions to identify a status of an object in a data store, the status relating to

whether the object has a reference and whether a delete negotiation message is associated with the

object;

one or more instructions to write, to metadata of the object, a new negotiation message

associated with the object based on the status of the object;

one or more instructions to replicate the object metadata with the new negotiation message to

a storage cluster;

one or more instructions to receive, from one or more other devices, other negotiation

messages associated with the object; and

one or more instructions to determine consensus for a delete negotiation of the object based

on the other negotiation messages associated with the object.

22. The computer-readable memory of claim 2 1, further comprising:

one or more instructions to delete the new negotiation message and the other negotiation

messages if the consensus indicates a failed negotiation; and

one or more instructions to delete the object if the consensus indicates a successful

negotiation.

23. The computer-readable memory of claim 2 1, further comprising:

one or more instructions to maintain the write-order fidelity of the new negotiation message

and the other negotiation messages.



24. The computer-readable memory of claim 21, further comprising:

one or more instructions to preclude adding new references to the object after a delete

negotiation message has been initiated.
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